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Actuaries put a monetary value to risk. This has been my training throughout my career.  In insurance 
and large pension arrangements, actuaries use the law of large numbers where we can pool the risk for 
various occurrences. Based upon the radix of the group that we use, we develop probabilities of the 
occurrence, such as termination of employment, early retirement, disability, death or retirement and 
then apply those probabilities to plan groups.  The larger the pool, the more the results average out to 
the predictable outcome.  
 
In retirement planning, we only look at the family unit. So, unless we use products that can pool the risk, 
like annuities from insurance companies, our result is the family unit as a singular pool.  Then there is 
limited opportunity to spread the risk. 
 
Risk management, then, becomes a critical component of our retirement planning. A key component to 
risk management strategy is that risk capacity is more important than risk tolerance1. This means that 
we must first protect what we absolutely need and only expose the surplus to risk.  
 
First Axiom:  The less assets you have, the less risk you can take. 
 
We need to look at several categories of risk. In a later paper on risk, we will discuss risk management 
tools.  First, we need to define the risk categories. 
 
Systematic risks are those risks associated with governmental policies or market conditions. So, for 
example, inflation risk or increase in tax rates would be considered systematic risks as would the 
housing crisis of 2008. 
 
Unsystematic risks are those such as our spending habits, household shock and our health2 .  
Understanding risk management is a key component to retirement planning. Our next piece on risk 
management will be the various risk components that are either systematic or unsystematic risks.  
 
Edu4Retirement, Inc. is specializing in providing retirement education and advice to our clients along 
with appropriate investment products to assist in mitigating retirement risk. Please think of us when it 
comes to retirement planning.  We appreciate your referrals. 

                                                           
1 Francois Gadenne, Retirement Income Industry Association, “The Retirement Management Analyst Designation, Curriculum 
Book for RMA Candidates, 2013 Fifth Addition 
 
2 Doug Short, PhD, Former Professor at North Carolina State University, “The Retirement Management Analyst Designation, 
Curriculum Book for RMA Candidates, 2013 Fifth Addition 
 


